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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this study is to discover how the pupils use their languages, and to evaluate the impact of this usage on collaborative tasks. In the context of this research, we present extracts from the interactions of pupils in the top two years of high school as they carry out collaborative tasks in an upper secondary school on the island of Saint-Martin, a dependency of Guadeloupe, during which they resort to the resources of their bilingual repertoire. This research aims to establish what is involved, and under which conditions and through which mechanisms the interactions between two languages (English and French) may...
Contribute to the construction of cognitive learning skills.

Collaborative activity, which is a specific realization of collective action, is part of a sociocultural environment common to all the partners of the group. The importance of collaborative learning is particularly evident in the characteristics of the self-regulation of the group and the empowering of each of the engaged parties (Mattar & Blondin, 2006). In this study we wish to jointly address two approaches: collaborative activity (Johnson & Johnson, 1999) as a realization of collective action (Sensevy, 2011) and research on language teaching methods (Anciaux, Forissier, & Prudent, 2013). If the effectiveness of collaborative learning is of particular importance in fostering interactions within these groups, it seems to us that it is of interest to use this as a basis for a focused observation of bilingual language practices.

With the goal of presenting as explicitly as possible the implementation of the strategies and the resources used by the learners, we have endeavored to break down the different competences employed by the pupils to co-construct collaborative tasks. With this in mind we have identified three types of competence: encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic. Encyclopaedic competence necessitates referential understanding and inferential skills related to the disciplinary field. Referential understanding stems from the knowledge utilized by the pupil in order to realize a task, whereas inferential skills comprise all the inferences implied by the instruction and reconstructed through the pupils’ interpretation. Heuristic competence describes the totality of the research procedures used to resolve a difficulty, or a disagreement over interpretation. Finally, linguistic competence addresses the degree of expertise of the interlocutor and is manifested in the realization of the utterance in whichever language the interlocutor chooses to use.

We seek here to understand, through the discursive interactions between the pupils, how the tasks through which the instructions could be carried out are divided. Our study can therefore be broken down into two specific sub-aims. The first consists of observing the methods of discursive management from the point of view of a coherent approach to the task; and the second of identifying the questions of the individuals involved, during their participation in the execution of an instruction. The division of tasks (Pochon-Berger, 2010) is twofold. The first theme is concerned with the attribution of the task’s sub-themes, while the second is procedural and concerns the allocation of the executive aspects of the task in hand.

We will formulate two hypotheses relating to the role of code switching in the discursive interaction, which takes place during collaborative activities:

1. They reveal in particular the asymmetry of encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic competences between interlocutors;
2. They allow learners to integrate themselves into the gradual construction of the disciplinary content, by taking the opportunity to control the language of the exchange to the detriment of that hitherto favored by group members.

**METHOD**

Our corpora are based on exchanges between pupils during their educational support sessions and were collected between January and May 2014. From the original recordings we have selected specific sequences, which illustrate certain aspects of the interaction (ICOR, 2006). We have specified the languages spoken and understood by the interlocutors, as well as the level of expertise of each pupil in French (as a discipline) according to a simplified rating scale supplied by the class teachers.

Corpus 1 is 3 minutes and 5 seconds in duration. The teacher asks the group in seconde class [normally 16–17-year-olds] to compare an extract from a novel with a film adaptation. The triad creates an asymmetrical distribution of expertise: linguistic (in English and French for Sasha and Tina) and disciplinary (particularly for Mathias). The specific nature of this corpus relates to the pivotal positioning of Tina, who, by means of her superior expertise, both linguistic and disciplinary, is capable of ensuring collaboration between the two other
Corpus 2 lasts for 8 minutes and 17 seconds. Two pupils, a girl and a boy, are participating in a première class [final year of high school, normally 17–18-year-olds] in a bilingual writing project (French and English) involving the production of a narrative illustrating the changes linked to St-Martin’s transition into modernity. The level of linguistic expertise (English and French) is very similar for the two pupils. However, Charles demonstrates greater disciplinary expertise than does Natasha.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study of the functional distribution of languages (Causa, 2011) with regard to prescribed tasks allows us to understand the ways in which linguistic and disciplinary skills are constructed in interaction, with regard to the three competences: encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic. We will first approach the corpora separately, and will then go on to propose a common context leading to a possible modeling of the interactions.

Corpus 1

1st extract

The pupils, whose first names are here reduced to abbreviations, have just sat down. The teacher gives the instruction:

1. PROF: *prenez le livre pages quatre vingt dix-neuf et cent voilà donc c’est au moment de la veillée funèbre euh voilà donc ça commence ici* (…) *ce que vous pourriez faire c’est rapidement relire ces quelques pages là jusqu’à la fin donc cinq minutes ça va pour vous pour les relire.* (find pages ninety-nine and a hundred in your books there so it’s where there’s a wake going on er there it is so that starts here (she reads) (...) what you could do is to quickly re-read these few pages to the end so five minutes OK for you to re-read(&))

2. MAT : *ça va. (OK).*

3. PROF : *et après je vous montre les images.* (and then I’ll show you some pictures). <she turns to the other pupils> *je vais faire la même chose avec vous (.) attendez vous pouvez vous mettre sur=.* (I’m going to do the same thing with you (.) wait you can get on with)=

4. TIN : =*madame je devrais avoir un livre aussi/ ou’*(Miss, I should have a book too, or

5. PROF : *tu veux en avoir un/ aussi* (You want one/ too)

6. TIN : *je sais pas si* (I don’t know if)

7. PROF : *j’en ai pris six: en fait deux par groupe mais:* (I took six of them: that makes two per group but:)

8. TIN : *ah ok merci <à MAT.> explique nous* (ah ok thank you <to MAT> what do we have to do)

9. SAS : *to ninety nine/

10. TIN : *well ninety nine to line XX*

11. SAS : *the whole paragraph*

12. TIN : *ah ok thank you <they read while PROF. distributes the books and goes on to remind each group of the context>*

13. TIN : *<to SAS.> to the end of the book/

14. SAS : *no to the end of the chapter*

Analysis

Corpus 1 captures a relatively even distribution of languages in the tasks engaged in by the interlocutors. The clarification of the task takes place in two steps. At TR8, Tina has solicited Mathias’ expertise and it is Sasha’s turn to ask in an almost concomitant way about the passage outlined by the teacher. Here the allocation of languages is clear. One can first observe a general formulation of the task in French (by the teacher) then a delineation of the material in English (by Sasha). Tina then takes on an expert role when she expresses herself to Sasha in English as indicated at TR10 where she hetero-reformulates the sequence self-initiated by Tina. Tina’s ratification of English as the exchange language has allowed Sasha to take part in the activity. The brief controversial exchange on the passage to be read in English (TR13 to 14) has allowed Sasha to be fully integrated into the activity by authorizing her to take charge of the
reading of the document.

2nd extract

The pupils are absorbed in the activity and are analyzing the novel in the light of the film:

87. SAS: [to TIN.] you know the part when they say something about a cane
88. TIN: [to SAS.] attends (hang on a minute).
   <to MAT.> est ce qu’il est employé dans l’autre scène dans enfin tu vois la scène qu’elle nous a montrée est ce qu’il y avait des gens qui rigolaient? (is it used in the other scene in well you know the scene she showed us were there people laughing)
89. MAT: des gens qui rigolaient? (people laughing)
90. SAS: je sais pas où c’est (I don’t know where that is)
91. MAT: je pense que c’est celui qui chantait il avait l’air souriant je dirais (I think it’s the one that was singing he looked like he was smiling I’d say)
92. TIN: oui c’est vrai il était rigolo normalement je dirais (Yeah that’s right he was usually having a laugh I’d say) <the film resumes> the point is that he is laughing
93. SAS: yeah i found it in the book and in the film we didn’t see where it happen we see a boucan (fire) and that’s all
94. TIN: bon en fait y’a pas vraiment de différences les femmes regardaient le coq (Well actually there’s not a lot of difference the women were looking at the cockerel)
95. SAS: oui mais on a pas vu ça (Yes but we didn’t see that)
96. MAT: ben c’est une différence alors (Well it’s still a difference)
97. TIN: y avait pas de femme qui regardait le coq dans le film ah mais mais quand il observait le corps de monsieur médouce est ce que est ce que sa grand mère est venue/ (none of the women were looking at the cockerel in the film ah: but but when he looks at monsieur médouce’s body is it is it that his grandmother’s arrived/)
98. SAS: non il y avait pas des femmes (no there weren’t any women)
99. TIN: non c’est pas des femmes mais une femme (no it’s not WOMEN it’s A woman)
100. MAT: on va noter cette différence j’avais pas remarqué (...) ça sonne dans une dizaine de minutes (we’re going to write down that difference I hadn’t seen it (...) the bell will be going in about ten minutes) <the film re-starts>
101. SAS: they also say something about the man with a: (...) euh baguette (er a stick)
102. TIN: il avait quoi (he had what)
103. SAS: il était avec une baguette (he had a stick)
104. TIN: attend voir (hang on a minute)<re-reads the passage> il y avait un homme (there was a man) they talk about a man with a stick but a man with a stick in the film are you sure of this <to MAT.> est ce que dans le film tu vois cette partie là (did you see that bit in the film) <shows the extract of the text> à la page cent un est ce est ce qu’il y avait un homme qui tenait debout une baguette (on page hundred and one is was there a man holding up a stick) <reads the passage> il y avait un homme c’était lui le planteur qui tenait une baguette à l’aide de quoi il xx (there was a man he was the planter who was holding a stick which he was using xx)

Analysis

The episode with the stick at TR87 to 104 demonstrates the full extent of the efforts deployed by Sasha. She is so eager to fill the lexical gaps (she does not know the French term) that she feels a failure in terms of heuristic competence (she does not understand why it has not been mentioned in the film). At that point in the interaction Tina
is able to restore the roles of Mathias and Sasha, acting as a passeur, a linkperson who encourages the transition between the stages of the interaction, which can itself be perceived as dangerous for the interaction.

An in-depth reading of the passage shows that she is not content with simply translating Sasha’s questions to Mathias and putting the responses to Sasha into English as one might think:

- TR88: Tina reformulates what Sasha says by introducing an additional element (les gens qui rigolaient) ((people laughing)). This utterance is not exactly a translation but a reformulation with the adjunction of an element other than that addressed to Mathias. She renders some information to Sasha in the form of a translational intraphrasal alternation at TR92. The proposition is not perceived as sufficient by Sasha who opens a second sequence at TR93;

- TR104: Tina seeks a response to Sasha’s solicitation and comments that the response in English: il y avait un homme they talk about a man with a stick but a man with a stick in the film are you sure of this/. Having found the response unsatisfactory she solicits Mathias again in French, by initiating a response by a proposition taken from the text: <to MAT.> est ce que dans le film tu vois cette partie là (did you see that bit in the film) <shows the extract of the text> à la page cent un est ce est ce qu’il y avait un homme qui tenait debout une baguette (on page hundred and one is was there a man holding up a stick).

Even if the transition from one language to another carries a certain level of risk-taking on the level of identity, it can assume take this on board as it encourages a fairer redistribution of tasks. Tina takes the role of passeur, in that she spontaneously reformulates the instructions to Sasha, in order to give her permission and to motivate her heuristic competence and to call into question Mathais’ supremacy during several TR, even though Mathias’s encyclopaedic and linguistic competences (in French) are well in evidence.

3rd extract
The session continues:

93. SAS : yeah i found it in the book and in the film we didn’t see where it happen we see a boucan and that’s all
94. TIN : bon en fait y’a pas vraiment de différence les femmes regardaient le coq (Well actually there’s not a lot of difference the women were looking at the cockerel)
95. SAS : oui mais on a pas vu ça (Yes but we didn’t see that)
96. MAT: ben c’est une différence alors (Well it’s still a difference)
97. TIN : y avait pas de femme qui regardait le coq dans le film ah: mais mais quand il observait le corps de monsieur médouce est ce que est ce que sa grand mère est venue/(none of the women were looking at the cockerel in the film ah: but but when he looks at monsieur médouce’s body is it is that his grandmother’s arrived/)
98. SAS : non il y avait pas des femmes (no there weren’t any women)
99. TIN : non c’est pas des femmes mais une femme (no it’s not WOMEN it’s A woman)
100. MAT : on va noter cette différence j’avais pas remarqué (.) (we’re going to write down that difference I hadn’t seen it (.) the bell will be going in about ten minutes)

(...)

109. SAS : c’est quoi/ bare hands
110. TIN : euh it’s an expression
111. SAS : j’ai dit il avait seulement bare hands (I said he just had bare hands)
112. TIN : we need to find a full expression that is also similar <the film re-starts> ah en fait il est raciste ah elle veut épouser un blanc (ah actually he’s racist ah she wants to marry a white man)
113. SAS : je dois écrire la phrase exact (I have to write the exact phrase)
114. TIN : comme quoi (like what)
115. SAS : il tient une baguette (he’s
holding a stick)

116. MAT : oui mets que lui même mimait  
(yes pretend you’re doing what he 
was doing)

117. SAS : quoi (what)

118. MAT : lui même mimait toutes les 
allures de bête c’est une différence par 
rapport au bouquin mets toutes les 
allures de toutes les bêtes. (like he 
was doing pretending to be just 
like an animal it’s different from 
the book pretend you’re him but 
look like all the animals)

**Analysis**

The recourse to the extra-discursive object (the writing produced by the pupils) is 
an opportunity to alter the situation, in 
particular in the attribution of encyclopaedic, 
heuristic and linguistic competences. At 
TR100, we witness what we will term a coup 
d’état, comparable to a seizing of power 
(taking the initiative of the response to write) 
to compensate for a momentary lack of 
expertise. The transition to writing has 
appeared at a crucial moment, allowing the 
establishment of the legitimacy of the 
instigator of the paper trail or of those 
associated with it. The presence of the triad 
has allowed us to observe a specific 
organization of the allotment of tasks. 
Mathias’ expertise in French (in an activity 
which combines discipline and language) and 
Tina’s offer to Sasha to be involved in the 
activity on an equal footing with the others, 
thanks to her use of English, has allowed us 
to show that mastery of the language may 
have been an asset in the struggle to gain a 
voice in the exchange.

In the next part of the extract (from 
TR109 to 118) Sasha has been allowed to 
become more directly involved in the activity. 
Tina resorts to her linguistic competence to 
bring Sasha into the exchange and to advance 
the interaction in the sense of achieving the 
task. At that point, one could say that the 
triad finds an equilibrium, albeit fragile, in 
which each of the interlocutors occupies a 
specific place. Sasha initiates an interrogation 
in which a difference between the book and 
the film is noted. Tina reformulates her 
request to Mathias who responds negatively. 
The best proof of the acquisition remains 
Sasha’s re-use of the term baguette at TR101. 
From this point on, Mathias recognizes the 
expertise of Sasha, to whom he henceforth 
concedes a legitimate place within the 
activity. The exchange can be considered 
closed with TR109 to 118 in which Mathias 
completes Sasha’s utterance: Tina has 
activated a bilingual competence, which has 
respectively allowed Sasha to deploy a 
heuristic procedure (of research) and Mathias 
to deploy an encyclopaedic procedure (of 
knowledge).

In Corpus 1, we have therefore been able to 
see that the distribution of languages, if it is a 
function of the tasks with which it is 
associated, is also likely to exhibit the 
encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic 
competences of each of the group members.

**Corpus 2**

*1st extract*

The pupils are evoking the trials and 
tribulations of their hero who has gone in 
search of his sheep, which has become 
separated from the flock:

1. TAS : he went up the hill
2. CHA : il est allé grimper est allé 
grimper climbé (grimper) est allé 
grimper (he went to climb)
3. TAS : est allé= (he went)
4. CHA : =grimper dans [la 
5. TAS : [est allé GRIM PER/ dans la 
colline (went to CLI MB/ in the 
hill)
6. CHA : <to TAS.> il est allé GRIM 
PER
7. TAS : <miming climbing up a 
wall> i mean he crawled
8. CHA : no: he climbed/ hold on 
<addresses the teacher> monsieur 
on peut pas dire/ GRIM PER/ (Sir 
you can’t say CLI MB)
9. TAS : on peut pas dire GRIMPER/ 
dans une histoire/ (you can’t say 
CLIMB/ in a story/)
10. CHA : yesai
11. TAS : <to PROF.> on comprend pas 
GRIM PER (we don’t understand 
CLI MB)
12. CHA : <to PROF.> il est allé grimper dans la colline on peut pas dire ça encore (he went to climb in the hill)
13. TAS : [non
14. PROF : [on peut dire il a grimpé la colline si vous dites il a grimpé la colline ça veut dire qu’il est monté dans la colline (we can say he climbed the hill if you say he climbed the hill that means he went up into the hill)
15. CHA : tu vois (you see)
16. TAS : NO: i was soon
17. CHA : i gave you a synonyme
18. TAS : i am the one who gave the synonyme
19. CHA : oh my gosh
20. TAS : est allé grimper (he climbed)
<counting the lines> thirty one

Analysis
This whole exchange is constructed around a disagreement on how to say in French Tasha’s utterance: he went up the hill (TR1). The opposition takes place first of all in French. It is based on the restitution of two strong linguistic elements: the tense (how to evaluate the preterite?) and the import of the preposition up. The extract clearly shows the traces of this translational negotiation, without the two interlocutors describing all the stages involved. TR3 clearly demonstrates that Tasha has ratified the periphrastic proposition est allé to form the preterite. In contrast, the disagreement persists with the restitution of the movement implied by up. The disaffiliation with Charles’ utterance is shown at TR5 : est allé GRIM PER/ dans la colline. Tasha takes the initiative to reformulate Charles’ proposition by completely reconstituting it. Charles then repeats the utterance in English at TR8 and thus ratifies his first proposition. Analysis of the distribution of languages with regard to the tasks with which the interlocutors are engaged brings to light a set of particular phenomena. Here we are able to outline two distinct language situations, which we will distinguish as a surface distribution and a second deep distribution. The first covers the usages, which can be attributed to languages, and is subject to a separation between TR1, 7 and 8 which highlight an explicit use of English, and TR 2 to 6 in which French is used. The second situation involves a language which is less clear, in which we find a hybrid language form (TR2), and an autonomic use of French (GRIM PER at TR5).

We argue that the choice of language forms influences the interaction. The confrontation of the two distributions allows the restitution of a greater intelligibility of contact languages than we had suggested at the beginning of the analysis of this corpus. According to the surface distribution, we can note a clear separation in the use of languages. TR1 to 8 therefore obey the following communicative logic:

• TR1 : uttered in English by Tasha
• TR2 : first suggestion of translating into French by Charles (restitution of the preterite by periphrasal formula and restitution of the preposition by an action verb)
• TR3 : recognition of the first part of the translation into French by Tasha
• TR4 : start of an utterance completed in French by Charles in an echo of TR1
• TR5 : distancing from the utterance in French by Tasha
• TR6 : hetero-initiated auto-reformulation of the utterance in French by Charles
• TR7 : explanation of the presupposition in English by Tasha and metalinguistic support through gesture
• TR8 : opposition and reformulation of the presupposition in English by Charles.

Using this interactional schema we can therefore distinguish two levels of language use: the elaboration of a proposition of translation and the proposition of the response in French, then the explanation of the processes at work in English. English thus intervenes to suspend the progress of the interaction, and its use provides an opportunity for a reflective return to a time preceding the opening utterance. Indeed, at TR7, when Tasha mimes climbing, she evokes the verbal image which has led her to propose the utterance at TR1.

Nevertheless, an in-depth analysis of the language distribution allows us to refine this reading: TR2 and 6 effectively invite us
to apply more nuance to our perspectives. From TR2 onwards, we can identify the case of the elaboration of a translation into French being accompanied by an unexpected recourse to English: climbé. We notice here that the recourse to English clearly allows the establishment of a French form. From this point of view, TR3 and 4 are interesting: the forms used in French are a restitution of different forms, which are problematic in English, firstly, that of the preterite, admitted by Tasha, and then that of the preposition. In other words, even if the interlocutors express themselves in French, the progression of the interaction in the two TR proves that they are also reliant on the interaction in English. Finally, TR5 is a distancing of Charles’ utterance: the accentual rise on GRIM PER and that of the voice which follows it exhibit the doubt of the female interlocutor. The utterance in French is not ratification but the expression of a first hypothesis of translational resolution, although it is not recognized as such. We note here that the recourse to French is only one stage in the construction of the interaction. This distancing of the utterance itself involves the immediate recourse to English as evidenced in the following TR. It is thus clear that French and English do not enjoy a complementary distribution in the corpus, as we had supposed at the beginning.

The model, according to which English should be reserved for the elaboration of the utterance and French for implementing the text, is not in operation here. An utterance in French is constructed from the difficulties encountered in English (TR2-3) and may assume the status of first proposition before ratification. TR6 involves the transition into English before the final ratification. In consequence, we can confirm that the reworking of forms (from the code switching which is sometimes difficult to codify, as at TR2) reflects an interactional process of reworking (in which TR5 and TR6 in French lead to the following TR in English). The hetero-reformulation produced by the teacher at TR14 is clearly not retained as such by the two interlocutors. Indeed, they return to Charles’ first utterance without even having recognized the transformation made by the teacher. The teacher’s reprise of Charles’ proposition has not resulted in a metalinguistic comment on the actual purpose of the reparation. Neither the disappearance of the periphrasal formula est allé in favour of the standard form a(voir) grimpé, nor the lexical permutation (monté instead of the grimpé proposed initially) have been used for an evaluation by the teacher. It will be no surprise that the utterance ratified by the two non-expert interlocutors does not incorporate the modification of the auxiliary: the formula est allé grimer at TR20 has been definitively endorsed.

2nd extract

The shepherd’s search for the escaped sheep continues:

74. TAS : merci en descendant de la colline il a vu ses mauvais moutons (thanks coming down from the mountain he saw his ba-bad sheep)
75. CHA : yeah after dah whah he see the mokoi (ghost)
76. TAS : il coura (he ran)
77. CHA : speak up
78. TAS : he RAN BEHIND the missing sheep till the road
79. CHA : me i can speak loudly ok he see the missing sheep SO he ran after like he chased the sheep
80. TAS : il a couru derrière il coura derrière goats (he ran behind he ran behind goats)
81. CHA : he try to be close to him
82. TAS : il est allé en bas de la montagne il est allé dans la montagne essayer de prendre ses animaux quand il nourrissait son animaux ses animaux il est allé grimper quand il nourrissait ses animaux il remarque que un de ses moutons a disparu en descendant de la colline il a vu son ovin (he went below the mountain he went in the mountain to try and get his animals when he was feeding his animal his animals he went to climb when he was feeding his animals he sees that one of his sheep has disappeared going down the hill he saw his sh-sheep)
Analysis

The positioning of Tasha as the expert in terms of linguistic and heuristic expertise is affirmed. She initiates the majority of the TR in French, while Charles is forced to continue or reformulate them in English. Tasha directs efforts towards the elaboration of the narrative in French, culminating in her reprise at TR82 in which she is forced to repeat all the elements in French. Once again, it is the expertise of the one who dares to express themselves in this language which is revealed. Just as in Corpus 1, in which the process of writing had allowed Sasha to enter fully into the collaborative process, this extract from Corpus 2 suggests that the written record reveals the expertise of those with whom it is associated. The length of the TR82 started by Tasha and the chronological repetition of the discursive stages mean that the written record takes the form of a meaningful whole capable of being organized into a completed text.

Corpus 2 shows that the language distribution in a set of utterances is all the more likely to disrupt the expected allocation of tasks.

CONCLUSION

We have therefore been able to assess the functional distribution of languages (Causa, 2011), and the interaction between language expertise and disciplinary expertise, in terms of encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic competences.

The distribution of languages covers diverse functions. In Corpus 1, we were able to observe that the configuration of the group and the asymmetry of their expertise had had a significant impact on the distribution of tasks and the realization of the written production. The transition to the written form proves to be a crucial moment, which allows the legitimacy of the individual who created the written record, or those associated with it, to be established. Corpus 2 allows us to show that the expected distribution of languages (the elaboration of the utterance in English and committing it to paper in French) did not apply.

The corpora have also allowed an assessment of the encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic competences in play. In Corpus 1, Tina acted as a passeur, mediating through recourse to linguistic competence and thus permitting Sasha to bring into play her heuristic competence and to question the supremacy of Mathias, whose encyclopaedic and linguistic competences are evident. In Corpus 2, Tasha’s linguistic and heuristic competences are affirmed, and she has directed her efforts towards an elaboration of the narrative in French. Just as in Corpus 1, in which the process of writing had allowed Sasha to enter fully into the collaborative process, Corpus 2 has shown that the one tasked with writing finds that this act intensifies their heuristic competence.

With this in mind, we ask whether our two hypotheses been confirmed that:
- the language alternation clearly shows the asymmetry of encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic competences. However, and the nuance is significant, it also allows their scope to be reconfigured. By resorting to English, the passeurs offer their peers the chance to make particular use of their heuristic competence;
- the language alternation enables those who take responsibility for its use, once again allowing the weakest pupils to be involved in the activity and sometimes even to orchestrate the coup d'état, by taking control of the exchange.

Investigations on collaborative work and the educational performance of the interactants would benefit from further reflection on the interplay of encyclopaedic, heuristic and linguistic competences, notably by interrogating the criteria by which the expertise of pupils considered to be strong or weak is assessed. One could ask whether the similar degree of competences between peers is inclined to favour better exchanges within the group, especially through the more equal distribution of tasks in collaborative activities. It is likely that the dedicated implementation of operative educational measures would benefit from being more firmly based on a thorough reading of the complex interactions involved during collaborative activities.
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Appendix: Characteristics of the participants

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants in Corpus 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Abbreviated names</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Language(s) spoken</th>
<th>Expertise in French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tina</td>
<td>TIN</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>English/French</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasha</td>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>English/French</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathias</td>
<td>MAT</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Very satisfactory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Characteristics of the participants in Corpus 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Abbreviated names</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Language(s) spoken</th>
<th>Expertise in French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natasha</td>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>English/French</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>CHA</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>English/French</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>